Protect your ears - in style
Sound quality, noise reduction and comfort make BigShots a welcome replacement of your uncomfortable earmuffs! Concentration and balance are required to make a perfect shot. BigShots allow you to remove your head-gear keeping sweat from running down your face at the wrong time. Lessening the strain on your neck muscles also helps your ears at the core of your balance center.

BigShots compress loud sounds - keeping them under 92dB SPL. A digital processor keeps speech clear even in the presence of noise. BigShots not only protect your ears, they enable you to hear sounds up to a half-mile away!

It’s your turn to take the BigShot!

Made in the USA

Commitment to Quality
A belief that in order to succeed, you must have a certain passion and desire to give your every endeavor your very best. For nearly 50 years, we have forged this very commitment to excellence into every hearing instrument we design. A rare combination of state of the art technology and custom craftsmanship brings you the best instruments available today. We proudly provide our hearing aids and hearing protection products to distributors throughout the world. We thank you for buying American products, and know your ears will thank you too!

Don E.K. Campbell, BC-HIS
President
Board Certified, Hearing Instrument Sciences
**Stock (one size fits all)**
- NRR 29
- Volume Control with On/Off Switch
- Instant fit - comfort seal
- Manual volume control

**Custom**
- Computerized Perfect Fit
- Laser scanned 0.002" accuracy
- 3D model stored for five years
- Manual volume control
- We will help find an expert to take your impression

**Colors**
- Exterior: Beige, Black
- Body: Beige, Clear, Red, Blue

**Stock Tips (Sm, Med, Lg)**
- Replaceable / disposable
- Provides a comfortable seal
- 29 NRR

**Wireless Connectivity**
- Maximizes ability to communicate between telephone and compatible Bluetooth devices

**100% Digital Amplifier**
- Medical grade circuitry keeps speech clear and reduces background and wind noise

**Technology**

**WhistleBlocker™**
Eliminates buzzing and whistling.

**Speech Enhancement**
Designed to enhance speech understanding in difficult environments.

**WindBlocker™ System**
Reduces wind noise for outdoor use.

**Layered Noise Reduction**
Reduces background noise - even in typical industrial environments.

**Wireless Connectivity**
Improves signal to noise ratio by removing the acoustic microphone and magnetically connecting to the source for optimal listening.

**Hydroguard™**
Helps resist water, wax, sweat, oil and corrosion.

*Not all options apply to all models*

**Multiple Listening Programs**
Multi-Memory allows you to select between programs with the greatest of ease. Simply tap the push button on the outer part of your Big-Shots to change memories. A beep will indicate the program number that you select.

**BigShots**

**Hear them, before they hear you!**

BigShots fit comfortably in your ears, allowing you to feel safe and confident. Don’t be fooled by their small size. BigShots are loaded with the latest noise reduction circuitry, an advanced whistle-blocker and extended frequency range with 25dB of gain, providing a five-fold increase over normal hearing.